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Foreword

The international conference of Ada–Europe, the European federation of national Ada societies, on Reliable Software Technologies took place this year in Montreux, Switzerland, from June 10 to 14, 1996. The conference was organized by Prof. Alfred Strohmeier and Stéphane Barbey on behalf of Ada–Europe and in cooperation with ACM SIGAda.

The conference provides an international forum for researchers, developers, and users of reliable software technologies to share results of research and report on experiences. An important goal is to bring together researchers from academia and practitioners from industry. This year’s conference comprised a three-day technical program and exhibition, surrounded by two days of workshops and tutorials. The exhibition showcased the latest products related to technologies for reliable software systems, including the Ada language.

There is a fourteen-year long tradition of successful Ada–Europe conferences. In the past two years, they were organized together with Eurospace, an organization which groups the major space companies in Europe. Although these two events were quite successful, it was recognized that the interests of the audiences of the two organizations were quite different, and that they could be better served by separate conferences.

It is well known and has been often experienced that quality cannot be added to software as a mere afterthought. This is also true for reliability. Furthermore, reliability of a system is not due to and cannot be built upon a single technology. A wide range of approaches is needed, the most difficult issue being their purposeful integration. Goals of reliability must be precisely defined and included in the requirements, the development process must be controlled to achieve these goals, and sound development methods must be used to fulfill these non-functional requirements.

All artifacts produced must be verified. Useful verification techniques are numerous and complementary: reviewing design documents, proving properties of a program, including its correctness, reasoning about a program, performing static analysis, but also dynamic testing based on program execution, to mention just a few.

Clearly, no assessment of theories and no improvements to practice are possible without quantitative measurement and subsequent statistical interpretation, be it during development, e.g. by counting the number of errors found during reviews, or be it during operation, e.g. by recording the occurrences of faults.

Development of software needs tools, and some are more helpful than others for tracking down errors. Some techniques are well established, such as strong type checking of the source code by the language compiler. Here, the Ada programming language deserves a special mention for it was designed with reliability as a goal. Other techniques are less common and considered as more advanced, such as fault tolerance by replicas in distributed systems.

Clearly, the domain is vast and not all issues related to Reliable Software Technologies can be covered in a single conference, but we are proud to say that these proceedings span a wide range of them and constitute a rich collection of contributions.
This year the conference presented four distinguished speakers, who delivered state-of-the-art information on topics of great importance, for now and for the future:

Programming the Internet in Ada 95  
*S. Tucker Taft*, Intermetrics chief scientist and lead designer of Ada 95, USA

Reliability Modeling for Safety Critical Software  
*Norman E. Schneidewind*, Professor of Information Sciences, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, USA

Fault-Tolerance by Replication in Distributed Systems  
*André Schiper*, Professor of Computer Science at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne, Switzerland

Ada 95: An Effective Concurrent Programming Language  
*Alan Burns*, Professor of Real-Time Systems in the Department of Computer Science, University of York, U.K.

We are very proud to have gained these keynote speakers, and very grateful to them for having authored full papers for inclusion in the proceedings.

This year the number of submitted papers has increased substantially. The program committee selected 35 papers from all around the world, from academia and industry, for inclusion in the proceedings, covering a broad range of software technologies:

- Software Development Methods,
- Verification and Validation,
- Safety and Security,
- Distributed Systems,
- Real-Time Systems,
- Compilers and Tools,
- The Ada 95 Programming Language,
- Interfacing with Other Worlds,
- and Experience Reports.

The conference also comprised a rich choice of tutorials, featuring international experts who presented introductory and advanced material on software engineering:

Object Technology Project Management  
*Richard T. Dué* (Thomsen Dué and Associates, Ltd.)

Software Architecture and Iterative Development Process  
*Philippe Kruchten* (Rational Software)

OOP with Ada 95 and other gOODies  
*John Barnes* (JB Informatics)

Writing Java™-Compatible Applets in Ada 95  
*S. Tucker Taft* (Intermetrics)

Information Systems Programming in Ada 95  
*Benjamin M. Brosgol* (Thomson Software Products)

Real-Time and Distributed Features of Ada 95  
*Joyce L. Tokar* (Tartan)

Task Schedulability Analysis  
*Vance Christiaansen* (Cintech Consulting)

Real-Time POSIX  
*Michael Gonzalez Harbour* (EE & CS Dept., Cantabria University)
Many people contributed to the success of the conference. The role of the Program Committee, reviewing the abstracts, selecting the full papers, shepherding some of them, was, of course decisive.

The work done by Stéphane Barbey deserves special mention: he acted as a tutorial chair, prepared wonderful Web pages for the conference, maintained them, and, last but not least, laid out the advance program brochure. I am also grateful to Thomas Wolf who did most of the clerical work for the preparation of this volume.

Special thanks are due to the Swiss National Research Foundation for sponsoring by a grant the invitation of outstanding researchers.

I hope the participants will enjoy the exciting program, including the social events, of the International Conference on Reliable Software Technologies sponsored by Ada-Europe.
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